Resonance effects in the electron distribution function formation in spatially periodic fields in inert gases.
The calculations of the electron distribution function (EDF) in striationlike, sinusoidally modulated electric fields were performed to determine the dependence on spatial period length. The calculations were done for a discharge in neon at pR=2 Torr cm, i/R=5 mA/cm, and electric field E/p=1.9 V cm(-1) Torr(-1). The presence of the resonances in the EDF and macroscopic parameters has been demonstrated. These resonances correspond to S and P striations observed in experiments. An interpretation of the results is proposed based on an analytical approximation of the numerical solution. Decomposition of EDF into two factors-amplitude and body-is carried out. The amplitude of the EDF is shown to be resonantly dependent on the value of the spatial period. One maximum in the EDF is formed at the value of the spatial period corresponding to the S striation, and two maxima at the value which corresponds to the P striation. The experimental measurements of the EDF in S and P striations with high spatial resolution showed agreement between the theoretical and the experimental results. Resonance effects in the EDF formation are considered based on the linear theory in the weakly modulated electric fields.